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OFFICE OF THE MACycle Coordinator  

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

I’m not a businessman. I don’t intentionally think of ways to make money; my primary 
concern with MACycle is to provide an important service which improves mobility, health, and 
sustainability. But it just so happens that my ideas are also good for business, because that’s 
how good ideas should be.  

My two short-term goals address the concern of increasing our membership base in an 
equitable manner. They involve serving marginalized communities. The first is women and 
transgender people—that is, people who are marginalized by cis patriarchy. Bike shops in 
general (and, unfortunately, MACycle itself) have in past proven to be unwelcoming (to say 
the least) to people who aren’t cis men. We can aim to combat this history by devoting space 
and time to showing women and trans people that they are a welcome and valued part of our 
community. 

The second demographic’s membership to MACycle has, reasonably, never really been 
in consideration: wheelchair users. However, from experience, I know that some wheelchair 
wheels function quite similarly to bicycle wheels, and the rest of their mechanical function 
(assuming manual chairs) does not immediately appear vastly difficult. With proper resource 
allocation and training, we could easily be equipped to provide at least basic maintenance on 
wheelchairs. 

As a long-term goal, I would like to start gathering the resources necessary to provide 
a rental service for various expensive pieces of equipment, like car racks and cargo bikes. The 
very far-reaching goal of this is to expand into an independent cargo bike service with 
delivery riders on staff. This is a solid community contribution and (again, from experience) a 
profitable one. 

The second long-term goal is, numbers-wise, probably the most impactful in terms of 
service to the community and also in terms of income. MACycle was originally conceived as a 
partially full-service bike repair shop, and it’s plausible to actually fulfill this goal given some 
admittedly serious infrastructure changes.  

Finally, my individual goals are oriented towards: (summer) social media campaigns 
and setting up the W&T/wheelchair events, (fall) the bike auction, and (winter) stocking up 
for the upcoming spring season when everybody wants to buy a bike. 

Thanks for reading. 
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GOALS 

Objective 1 Women & Trans Folk Workshop/shop time 

Description MACycle will be hosting consistent scheduled shop time for Women and 
Trans people only, run by a woman or transgender person. 

Benefits The shop can be uninviting to women and trans people. The only way to 
combat that as a preconception is to actively oppose it with.This is a good 
way to serve a marginalized community and make them feel safe in our 
space. 

Difficulties It’ll be hard to scheduling it with a volunteer who will have to do a lot of 
work; it’ll probably be split between a few. Also, naming the event has 
proven tricky. 

Long-term 
implications  

The more women and trans people who use the shop, the more women and 
trans volunteers we will find, and from then on there is hopefully a positive 
feedback loop.  

How? Find and train women and trans people to volunteer to run the event. 
Schedule, advertise, and see how it goes. 

Partners QSCC and WGEN 

 

Objective 2 Wheelchair Maintenance 

Description Gather resources and parts to equip our shop to provide service to 
wheelchairs—at least tire changes. 

Benefits You can only have one wheelchair covered by OHIP, so e.g. if you use an 
electric chair and have a manual one for sports and you screw up your 
manual chair’s tire, you pay up to $80 out of pocket to replace one tire. 
We’d be saving people lots of money if we extend our tire changing skills 
very slightly into the realm of wheelchair tires. 

Difficulties It would cost more money and take up our already-full space. 

Long-term 
implications  

As far as I can tell, a wheelchair maintenance co-op would be the first of its 
kind. We could probably snag some sweet grants. 

How? Find suppliers for parts, get trained for wheelchair maintenance, maybe 
find some extra space to operate this out of 

Partners SAS 

 

Objective 3 Refurbished bike sales 

Description For years, MACycle has held a bike auction where we sell bicycles given to 
us by security. The bikes sold have always been in unusable condition and 
were sold as-is, netting us a paltry thousand or two dollars. If we instead 
took volunteer time to refurbish bikes into usable condition before selling 
them, we would be providing the community with useful transportation at 
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good prices rather than unusable junk for pennies. 

Benefits MACycle stands to a good deal more money (e.g. bikes sell for $5 each at 
the auction, vs we repair them for $20 of parts and sell them for $60). We 
also serve the community better by not continuing the cycle of selling junk 
bikes just for them to be left on campus and returned to us eventually. 

Difficulties It takes time and effort to build bikes, and if the shop is too busy with 
helping customers with their own repairs, it may prove impossible. We may 
have to have closed shop time just for refurbishing bikes. 

Long-term 
implications  

Building and selling bikes also builds our reputation as a legitimate shop 
rather than a low-quality parts depot. 

How? Develop a routine for choosing easy-to-fix bikes from our storage, fix them, 
price them, sell them.  

Partners Campus Security 

 

Objective 4 Participate in a bike ride as mechanics 

Description Bike rides (like Ride For Heart, etc) need mechanics at the start line and to 
ride along with the crowd, providing roadside assistance. Doing so as 
MACycle promotes our name and service.  

Benefits This can be a good opportunity for MACycle to make a visible impact in the 
community and again improve our reputation. Bike races pay for 
mechanics. 

Difficulties If we were to provide ride-along mechanics in bikes or cars, we would need 
to equip ourselves with portable stands, toolboxes, etc. Not very difficult.  

Long-term 
implications  

I hate to say the same thing over and over again, but this puts us in a more 
legitimate spot which means more races will hire us in future, and so on. 

How? Contact upcoming races and see if they need our assistance. There are 
several in the fall.  

Partners Off-campus race organizers 

Long-term planning 

 

Vision  Create a rental service of cargo bikes, bike racks, and trailers  

Description I’d like to develop a system for renting out expensive-to-own items that 
people don’t use very frequently, like cargo bikes or car racks (to put bikes 
onto cars with).  

Benefits MACycle members would have access to a wide range of prohibitively 
expensive-per-use items (as is already true for our tool selection), all of 
which improve health/quality of life.  

The rental fee will be enough to cover maintenance and possibly expansion 
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of the program, while remaining well below the cost-per-use of purchasing 
a rack for oneself. 

Year 1   Purchase (used, if possible) bicycle car racks and trailers  

 Pilot a rental system, researching and testing out how to price rentals 

and a deposit system. Possibly get a POS system. 

 Possibly purchase a cargo bike if the budget and storage allows  

Year 2  If all goes well: 

 Expand the fleet of cargo bicycles and trailers (would require an 

expansion of space) 

 Consider providing delivery services for other MSU Services/local 

businesses (I actually already have some people who are interested) 

If not: 

 Sell the cargo bike. This is easy to do, and if we buy used, there’s likely 

no loss. 

Year 3  Well, this is in extreme hypothetical mode now, but: 

 Turn MACycle’s cargo bike fleet into its own independent and still-

growing service due to heavy demand  

 Have one or two paid riders part-time. Deliveries pay around $25/hour, 

so it would still be profitable to pay riders $13/hour. 

Partners  (potentially:Farmstand/Union Market, for food deliveries?)  

 

Vision  Transition toward full-service repairs 

Description MACycle was originally conceived as a full-service bike shop. That means a 
customer brings in their bike, we check it in, do the entire repair, and call 
the customer once it’s done. We currently don’t have the space or the 
volunteer power to do so. 

Benefits This is a good source of income, and many people in the community don’t 
have the time or patience or what-have-you required for repairing bikes in 
our current educational self-service model. 

Year 1   Find more space to store bikes. This is the biggest barrier currently. 

 Research Point-of-sale systems designed for this sort of work. 

There’s no way this will work with our current Excel spreadsheet 

system.   

 If we can’t find space this year: we can do this for one or two bikes 

at a time with our current space. Not ideal, but it works. (we 
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currently do this for EFRT’s (very poorly treated) bicycles. 

Year 2  If we can find space: 

 Hire a mechanic to do repairs. This must be in addition to a paid 

Coordinator. Skilled mechanics paid $13/hour can reasonably 

complete $60 in repairs per hour. A student mechanic is able to do 

this (I know because I am one).  

 Train said mechanic on every single component on a bike, etc. They 

should be self-sufficient and knowledgable 

If not: 

 Continue to operate only out of MACycle’s space. Collect more data 

on how much demand there is and how we should definitely have 

space for this and try to convince… someone. 

Year 3  If successful: 

 Split MACycle executive team into one for the DIY component and 

one for the full-service component. A full-service shop requires a 

different sort of customer experience, etc. 

Partners Michael Wooder –  Student Life Development Coordinator 

 

 

GOALS  

 

List 5 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of September 

- A bunch of bikes built up and ready to sell in September 

- A How To Find Us video 

- Signage for the recently-expropriated bike repair stand near MUSC 

- Signage for above the shop 

- A women&trans night planned for early September 

- Social media campaign (I already have an idea for this, involving getting people to 

draw bicycles from memory). Extend the campaign through Facebook and Twitter. 

- Pay for the Facebook ad service. $10 in ad money would go a really long way. We 

could reach tens of thousands of locals for this much.  

List 5 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 
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- Select an executive team 

- Host at least two Women&Trans People nights 

- Host least one Basic Bike Repair workshop 

- Get training for wheelchair projects 

- Host the annual bike auction 

List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2nd) 

- Refurbish at least 30 bikes for sale in the spring 

- Host more repair workshops 

- Officially begin the wheelchair program 

- Host more legitimate volunteer recognition events than in previous years 

 

Master Summary 

July  Work on signage 

 Get new higher-end parts suppliers 

 Work on rack+trailer rentals 

August  Finalize signage 

 Finalize exec position job descriptions 

 Plan bike auction with security 

 (? Buy a cargo bike ?) 

September  Host the bike auction 

 Host women&trans night 

October  Get training for wheelchair maintenance 

 Host repair workshops and more W&T nights 

November  Buy a space heater so that I don’t freeze to death 

 Host volunteer recognition 

December  Prepare for the January MSU Blizzard 

 [closed]  

January  [closed] 

 This is quiet season. This is when I will stock up on bikes. 
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February  Prepare ads for rentals, repair nights, etc 

March  Start hosting repair nights & workshops again 

 Keep building bikes 

April  Possibly purchase more things to rent out 

 Probably sell every single bike we have for sale (April is bike buying 

season)  

 


